
The Judicial System is Not Blind

Blind justice is a concept which states that the law should be applied objectively without
bias or prejudice. It is the idea behind the United States Supreme Court motto "Equal
Justice Under Law" and is symbolized by the blind-folded statue of Lady Justice, the
symbol of the judiciary.1 

“What Is the Meaning of “Justice Is Blind”? The phrase “justice is blind” means that
in a court of  law, a person is tried on facts and evidence.  Judges, juries, and law
enforcement professionals aren’t supposed to pick favorites or rule for whomever they
like the most. Instead, they have to take an unbiased approach and make an impartial
decision with the information available to them.”2

My contention is that the justice system is not ‘blind’, but is rorted for personal, corporate and political
benefit.

Here are some instances over the past few years which support my contention:

(1) Judges interpret the law according to their worldview, including their political affiliations.
“The role of a judge is to interpret and apply the law to resolve disputes, but neither the law nor the
facts  of  these  disputes  are  necessarily  clear.  There  is  room  for  disagreement.  Decisions  may  be
appealed and appeal judges may favour different interpretations of the law and the facts. Judicial
decisions may spark the ire of the parties, the public and even governments.” 3

(2) Democrats commitment to increasing the number of Supreme Court judges from 8 to 13, to counteract
President Trump’s appointments of conservative judges during his presidency. That's called 'rigging the
system'.

“"This  bill  marks  a  new  era  where  Democrats  finally  stop  conceding  the  Supreme  Court  to
Republicans," said Brian Fallon, a former Senate Democratic leadership aide and a co-founder of
Demand Justice, who described the court as "broken and in need of reform".

"Our task now is to build a grassroots movement that puts pressure on every Democrat in Congress to
support this legislation because it is the only way to restore balance to the court and protect our
democracy," he said.” 4

(3) Brett  Kavanaugh’s  appointment  as  a  Supreme  Court  judge  by  President  Trump  is  vehemently
contested because he’s a Christian conservative.5

 
(4) Victorian premier, Dan Andrews, appoints a number of judges to the Supreme Court of Victoria. These
judicial appointments will have been chosen on their credentials, but also because they will most likely
support the worldview of the premier.6  That's called 'rigging the system'.

(5) The  Federal  Labor  party  will  make  changes  to  the  appointment  of  judges  if  they  become  the
government.  These  will  be  politically  motivated  appointments,  despite  the  pledge  for  transparency,
because the political bias will be hidden from everyone.

“Federal  Labor has  vowed to  reintroduce  a  more  transparent  process  for  appointing  judges  and
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Administrative Appeals Tribunal members in a bid to improve public confidence and guard against
political appointments.

Opposition legal affairs spokesman Mark Dreyfus, who could become attorney-general if the Coalition
is ousted at the election, has also pledged to increase legal assistance funding and given a “complete
commitment” to fill judicial vacancies promptly.” 7

(6) Conservative judges don’t support Labor ideas and are seen by pro-Labour politicians as biased. This 
infers that pro-Labor judges would interpret the law with pro-Labor interpretations.

“Still, these anti-labor judges and justices have gone about their unpopular business with zeal.

In early 2018, the conservative stacked Supreme Court ruled in the Janus decision that public sector
union fees violate non-member’s First Amendment rights, a decision made to weaken public sector
bargaining rights.” 8

(7) QLD man, John James Wilson, was convicted over a 'threatening, intimidating' video against a 
Victorian MP. He also called the Victorian Premier, Dan Andrews, a "communist".9 This was action  of 
the justice system was actually the muzzling free speech, a freedom we have under the law.

(8) QLD Magistrate refuses to accept the defence of the accused man, John James Wilson.10 That refusal 
defied standard court protocols.

(9) Magistrate in the John James Wilson trial stated: “We need the UN in our nation”.11 This is an instance
of denigrating the laws of the Commonwealth of Australia, which the magistrate swore to uphold.

(10) Monica Smit of the Reignite Democracy Australia Party was jailed for political reasons because she 
‘incited’ opposition to the Chief Health Officers rulings regarding COVID-19 management.12 Monica was
given bail but preferred jail as a form of protest at the judge’s decision.13

(11) Victorian police declare a no-fly zone in the airspace above the lock-down protests to stop the public
from seeing them shoot protesters14 on behalf of the Victorian Premier.15

WORTH LISTENING TO
 
Ex Communist and ex Union leader, John Wilson, speaks to Australia One party leader, Riccardo Bosi, 
about what’s going on in Australia right now.          *part1 www.bitchute.com/video/nsOdYtpeadJX
*part2 cairnsnews.org/2021/10/28/riccardo-bosi-with-john-wilson-former-president-trades-hall-canberra 
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